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FOREWORD

The past two decades have seen significant change in voter expectations from government. Citizens want their governments to deal more effectively with pressing problems, while using the same or fewer resources.

The Mercatus Center launched its Public Sector Leadership Project in 1997 to help federal agencies meet this challenge. One goal of the project is to identify exemplary agencies that have taken the lead in clearly stating their missions and improving their performance. By providing in-depth case studies of successful agencies, the Mercatus Center hopes to spotlight the kinds of managerial changes necessary to promote dramatic performance improvement.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has won widespread praise for its reinvention efforts. Lawmakers who once talked of abolishing the agency now compliment it. Specific results measures also highlight the agency’s success:

- In fiscal 1998, FEMA took an average of 8 days to get relief checks to disaster victims, down from 10 days in 1997 and a high of 20 days in 1992.

- Between 89 and 97 percent of disaster aid recipients rate FEMA favorably on ease of access, clarity of information, promptness of aid, compassion, and overall quality of service.

- State, local, and nonprofit officials who have received disaster aid from FEMA give the agency positive ratings in the 70-80 percent range, exceeding baselines of 60-75 percent.

- FEMA’s mitigation programs prevent more than $2.00 in disaster losses for every dollar spent.

- Enforcement of the National Flood Insurance Program’s building standards prevents flood losses of $750 million annually.

- In fiscal year 1998, between 76 and 87 percent of enrollees in FEMA training courses said they learned things that improved their job performance.

A careful analysis reveals that no single variable explains FEMA’s success. Rather, FEMA improved its results through a collection of different but related management reforms. The agency did a number of things right at the same time, and the results for the whole exceeded the sum of the parts. Key factors included:

Mission

- FEMA has a clear mission focusing on preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery for all types of disasters.

- The mission is specific enough to guide the agency’s reorganization and allow sub-units to develop their own, complementary missions.

- The mission is accompanied by objective performance measures, many of which emphasize results rather than activities.
Organizational Structure

- Responsibilities of FEMA’s sub-units and individual employees are derived from the organizational mission.

- A swift reorganization eliminated multiple management layers and moved most senior employees into new positions.

- The roles of federal, state, and local governments in disaster management are now clearly defined and well understood.

- The Federal Response Plan specifies resources from other federal agencies that FEMA can draw upon and how FEMA can pay for what it uses.

- FEMA and its employees have decision-making authority that matches their roles and responsibilities.

- While employees’ financial incentives are limited, the organization’s mission, measures, and recent track record contribute heavily to intrinsic motivation.

Knowledge Systems

- A key system for gathering information – the aid registration process for disaster victims – is now computerized, streamlined, and customer-focused.

- Some operating procedures that were previously reinvented every time a new disaster hit have been routinized.

- FEMA’s small size aids in the informal transfer of experiential knowledge.

Organizational Culture

- Since 1993, FEMA’s culture has changed dramatically, from a formal, bureaucratic culture focused on processes to a less formal, action-oriented culture focused on results.

- FEMA has enunciated a list of core values, and there is evidence that the values actually influence behavior in the organization.

Communication Strategy

- FEMA has made significant improvements in its communication with Congress, state and local officials, disaster victims, employees, and the news media.
• The agency’s communication strategy for each of these groups reinforces key elements of the agency’s mission.

Leadership

• The statements and actions of FEMA Director James Lee Witt – especially his repeated insistence on customer focus -- were crucial in driving organizational change.

These kinds of changes are not only applicable to FEMA. They illustrate general principles that can guide any government agency seeking to transform itself from a rule-driven bureaucracy to a results-driven organization.
FEMA BACKGROUND

The Federal Emergency Management Agency was created by presidential Executive Orders in 1979. Prior to that time, no single agency had been responsible for coordinating federal disaster relief. FEMA’s job was to mobilize federal resources and coordinate federal with state and local efforts. The agency trains disaster management personnel, distributes disaster aid, helps people rebuild after disasters, and tries to move people and property out of harm’s way before the next disaster strikes.

By federal standards, FEMA is a relatively small entity. It has approximately 2300 full-time employees. In emergencies, the agency can call on 4000 temporary and reserve employees, in addition to volunteers and employees of other federal agencies. FEMA’s annual spending varies greatly depending on the number and severity of natural disasters. From fiscal 1992 through 1999, annual appropriations averaged $4.1 billion.

This small agency’s prominence in the U.S. government has grown considerably in the last decade. The Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990 included FEMA in the 24 departments and major independent agencies covered by its ambitious financial management reforms. In 1996, President Clinton elevated FEMA Director James Lee Witt to Cabinet status to emphasize the importance of emergency management and facilitate communication with other federal agencies. And in 1998, Vice President Al Gore’s National Partnership for Reinventing Government designated FEMA as one of its 32 “high-impact” federal agencies.

FEMA’S BIG TURNAROUND

Since its reorganization in 1993, FEMA has significantly improved its ability to deal with disasters:

- In fiscal 1998, FEMA took an average of 8 days to get relief checks to disaster victims, down from 10 days in 1997 and a high of 20 days in 1992.

- Between 89 and 97 percent of disaster aid recipients responding to surveys rate FEMA favorably on ease of access, clarity of information, promptness of aid, compassion, and overall quality of service.

- State, local, and nonprofit officials who have received disaster aid from FEMA give the agency positive ratings in the 70-80 percent range, exceeding baselines of 60-75 percent.

- FEMA’s mitigation programs prevent more than $2.00 in disaster losses for every dollar spent.

- Enforcement of the National Flood Insurance Program’s building standards prevents flood losses of $750 million annually.
In fiscal year 1998, between 76 and 87 percent of enrollees in FEMA training courses said they learned things that improved their job performance. (For sources, see Table 2 below.)

FEMA did not always have such an enviable record. In fact, in the late 1980s, the agency was usually the butt of criticism:


- Sen. Barbara Mikulski (D-MD) complained in 1992, “I am outraged by the federal government’s pathetically sluggish and ill-planned response to the devastating disaster wrought by Hurricane Andrew in Florida and Louisiana, which has left many lives in shambles. Time and again, the federal government has failed to respond quickly and effectively to major disasters, and no lessons have been learned from past mistakes.” (NAPA 1993, pp. 1-2)

Independent studies confirmed that FEMA needed changes. As early as 1985, two Arizona State University researchers noted:

[FEMA] is a creation of an incomplete reorganization designed to centralize the emergency management function. Yet, the centralization is not full or vital (assuming centralization can be effective), and the agency’s authority and its relationship to the programs in other departments is unclear. (Mushkatel and Weschler 1985, p. 50)

The National Academy of Public Administration opined in February 1993, “FEMA has been ill-served by congressional and White House neglect, a fragmented statutory charter, irregular funding, and the uneven quality of its political executives appointed by past presidents.” A case study by the Council for Excellence in Government stated, “Inheriting 30 political appointees, [FEMA] was regarded in some circles as the ‘turkey farm’ of the federal government.” (Council for Excellence in Government, p. 1) Saundra Schneider, a professor at the University of South Carolina who has published numerous analyses of emergency management, summed up FEMA’s problems:

It has no unifying vision of its own activities, it has no agency wide planning or management processes, and it has suffered from ineffective leadership.

---

1 These are not the only such comments:
- Michael Gauldin, who served as President Clinton’s press secretary when he was governor of Arkansas, described dealing with FEMA as “a nightmare…The money was always late if it came at all…If anybody came down from Washington, they were these suits who were there to roll over you.” (Walsh 1998, p. A19)
- “FEMA could screw up a two-car parade,” said Rep. Norman Mineta (D-CA) after the 1989 Lomo Prieta earthquake. (Council for Excellence in Government, p. 1)
Moreover, it has not been given the legislative or executive support it needs to perform all of its emergency management responsibilities. (Schneider 1995, p. 156)

Now, FEMA gets compliments even from previously critical officials:

- In 1993, Rep. Pete Stark (D-CA) introduced legislation to abolish FEMA. One year later, he withdrew his bill and complimented the agency on its improved performance. (Council for Excellence in Government, pp. 4-5)

- Sen. Bob Graham (D-FL) characterized FEMA’s response to floods, tornadoes, and fires in his home state as a “180-degree turnaround” from its response to Hurricane Andrew. (Mastering Disaster 1999, p. 2) Florida’s director of emergency management agreed, calling FEMA “much more proactive, more sensitive to the consumer, in this case the disaster victim. They have just made a tremendous amount of improvement.” California’s director of emergency services commented that FEMA “has clearly exorcized the ghost of Hurricane Andrew.” (Council for Excellence in Government, p. 4)

President Clinton perhaps best summarized the agency’s turnaround:

When I took office, the National Academy of Public Administration said this about FEMA: "FEMA is like a patient in triage. The President and Congress must decide whether to treat it or let it die." There was even a bill pending in Congress to abolish FEMA. And in 1992, as I traveled the country, I never went to a place that somebody didn't say something disparaging about it. Well, the bill is gone, and it may be the most popular agency in the entire federal government. (Clinton 1994)

How and why did FEMA improve its performance so rapidly, at a time when many federal agencies were still struggling to formulate strategic performance plans? Possible explanations cover a variety of factors, including the inspirational leadership of FEMA director James Lee Witt, use of computer technology, and a shift in mission emphasis from Cold War-era civil defense to natural disasters.

2 Other praise for FEMA includes:

- Sen. Tim Hutchinson (R-AR) once claimed FEMA was rivaled only by the Internal Revenue Service as the most disliked federal agency. But after tornados hit Arkansas in 1997, Hutchinson said FEMA’s response demonstrated “an outstanding turnaround.”

- When Hurricane Andrew struck Florida in 1992, the city of Miami’s emergency director asked, “Where the hell’s the cavalry on this one?” (Schneider 1995, p. 95) But in 1999 she commented, “FEMA didn’t have the funding system or the capabilities before Andrew. Now it’s like an assembly line…It’s just straight-forward.” (FEMA 1999c, p. 2.)

- David Jones, chairman of the board of supervisors in Madison County, Virginia, called FEMA officials “more frustrating then helpful” when flash floods turned his county into a disaster area in 1995. The following year, both floods and FEMA returned. Jones noted, “They sent a much more professional group of people, and they didn’t make promises they couldn’t keep…It wasn’t perfect, but it was certainly better.” (Mastering Disaster 1999, p. 1)
A careful analysis, however, reveals that no single variable explains FEMA’s success. Rather, FEMA improved its results through a collection of different but related management reforms. There was no “silver bullet.” The agency did a number of things right at the same time, and the results for the whole were greater than the sum of the parts. Key accomplishments include changes in FEMA’s mission, performance measures, organizational structure, knowledge systems, culture, and communication strategy.

**MISSION AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES**

**FEMA’s mission**

FEMA’s mission, adopted in 1993, is to “Reduce the loss of life and property and protect our institutions from all hazards by leading and supporting the Nation in a comprehensive, risk-based emergency management program of mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery.” (FEMA 1997c, p. 5) This mission represents at least three changes from the 1980s.

First, the mission is explicitly stated. Prior to 1993, FEMA had never enunciated its overriding mission. This exacerbated management problems resulting from the way in which FEMA was created. The agency was created by putting under a single name functions from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Department of Commerce, Department of Defense, Office of Science and Technology Policy, and General Services Administration. However, for its first 14 years of existence, the agency was never really an integrated organization. When the National Academy of Public Administration conducted a study of FEMA in 1992, “One interviewee described FEMA as ‘a check-writing agency, an intelligence agency, a social service agency and insurance agency, with a fire administration thrown in.’” (NAPA 1993, pp. 42-43) The current, explicit mission represents a significant change from that description!

Second, the new mission emphasizes all hazards, which include natural disasters, hazardous spills, war, or terrorism. FEMA’s previous mission was somewhat unclear, and some longtime FEMA employees said that the agency was always expected to deal with multiple kinds of hazards. But through the 1980s, the agency seemed largely focused on coordinating the domestic federal response to the emergency conditions created by a nuclear war. (NAPA 1993; Mastering Disaster 1999, p. 2) Between 1982 and 1992, FEMA spent 12 times as much money on preparing for nuclear war than on preparing for natural disasters. (Schneider 1995, p. 153) One 20-year FEMA veteran said, “There are people here I’ve met in the past five or six years that I’d never met before, because they were always behind locked doors doing contingency planning.” With the end of the Cold War, the old mission was obsolete.

Third, the new mission takes a comprehensive approach aimed at finding the lowest cost and most effective ways of preventing loss of life and property. Rather than just responding to disasters and helping people rebuild afterward, FEMA seeks to
promote mitigation activities to get people and property permanently out of harm’s way before a disaster occurs.

**Mission is specific enough to guide action**

The new mission provides clear direction to guide actions, as it names four specific things FEMA does to protect lives and property. The mission actually guided FEMA executives when they reorganized the agency in 1993:

- The National Preparedness Directorate, which worked on classified national security operations, was eliminated and its employees moved to other parts of the organization. (Mastering Disaster 1999, p. 2.)

- The agency now has five directorates that mirror the mission: Response and Recovery; Mitigation; Preparedness, Training, and Exercises; the Federal Insurance Administration, and the United States Fire Administration. The first three directorates directly parallel aspects of the mission. The remaining two administer legislatively-mandated programs in ways that support multiple aspects of FEMA’s mission. The Federal Insurance Administration’s flood insurance program aims to speed citizen recovery from floods and promote mitigation efforts that will reduce future losses. The United States Fire Administration encourages preparedness by training local fire fighters and promotes mitigation by educating the public about steps people can take to reduce the risk of fire. (FEMA 1997c, p. 11)

- All employees are now expected to take a role in disaster preparedness or recovery operations. (Mastering Disaster 1999, p. 2)

- Disaster-related grants to states are now tied directly to FEMA’s mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery mission. (FEMA 1997c, p. 54)

**Mission reflects competencies**

A key aspect of institution-building is articulation of the organization’s special competence and reason for existence. (NAPA 1993, p. 42) A well-designed mission provides that articulation, and FEMA’s current mission does so.

A clearly stated mission often reveals that an organization must build or acquire new competencies to fully accomplish its goals. In the case of FEMA, executives found that they already had a corps of experienced, professional disaster managers. The principal thing they needed was not new personnel, but a clear mission, performance measures, and new organizational structure. FEMA achieved positive results in the 1990s with largely the same career staff it had in the 1980s. “We knew our jobs,” an employee commented. “It’s just the way we were permitted to implement things that made us look like asses.”
Mission guides creation of overall performance measures

From its mission, FEMA has developed three strategic goals, supporting objectives, and performance measures. These measures allow employees, customers, Congress, and taxpayers to determine whether FEMA is advancing its mission.

Accurate, results-based measures provide employees with both knowledge and incentives to do their jobs well. Well-crafted measures let employees know where they are doing a good job and where they need to improve. Measures can also motivate better performance, because the intrinsic satisfaction from a job well done is a powerful incentive. This is an especially critical factor in FEMA, because the agency has little ability to use large monetary incentives to reward superior performance.

Measures are also important for FEMA’s principal customers, the disaster victims. They help victims plan their own responses to disasters by letting them know how soon they can expect to get various types of assistance and how effective are federal efforts to mitigate disaster damage.

Finally, accurate results measures create an opportunity for rational allocation of taxpayer dollars, because they allow legislators to determine whether the agency is giving taxpayers their money’s worth. If all federal agencies produce similarly useful measures, lawmakers will have some objective criteria that they can use to determine which agencies should receive greater funding and which ones should receive less. In the future, agencies that fail to produce informative measures could find themselves at a severe disadvantage in the competition for tax dollars.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Goal/ Objective</th>
<th>Result measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protect lives and prevent loss of property from all hazards</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce by 10 percent the risk of loss of life and injury from hazards</td>
<td>Risk-measurement model under development by FEMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce by 15 percent the risk of property loss and economic disruption from hazards</td>
<td>Comparison of actual losses in communities where mitigation projects have been undertaken against baseline loss data gathered in FY 1999 and 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 percent improvement in state and local emergency management capabilities, as measured by a Capability Assessment for Readiness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reduce human suffering and enhance recovery of communities after disaster</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce by 25 percent human suffering from the impact of disasters</td>
<td>Percentage of times FEMA and partners act within 12 hours on state and local requests for water, food, and shelter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage increase in flood insurance policies over 1998 baseline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of time to provide assistance checks to eligible individuals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase by 20 percent the speed with which individuals, businesses, and public entities recover from disasters by facilitating the restoration of public services</td>
<td>Average length of time it takes for states/localities to restore basic public services, vs. 1998 benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of time to deliver assistance to state governments, vs. 1998 benchmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For non-flood disasters, assessment of effects of assistance on lives of victims one year after the disaster occurs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serve public in a timely/efficient manner</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve by 20 percent the efficiency with which FEMA delivers its services</td>
<td>Cost and productivity measures in several major reengineered functions, vs. 1998 baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve and maintain 90 percent satisfaction with FEMA services by internal and external customers</td>
<td>Customer surveys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mission guides creation of performance measures for sub-units**

FEMA’s mission is specific enough to let the agency’s directorates create meaningful performance measures. As Table 2 shows, the directorates’ performance measures tend to take three forms:

**Objective results data.** These are direct, observable measures of results. For example, the Federal Insurance Administration seeks to “reduce the burden of flood disasters on the American taxpayer.” One way it does this is by using the National Flood Insurance Program to promote stricter building standards for new construction in floodplains. Property owners cannot buy flood insurance unless their local government has enacted building standards developed by the National Flood Insurance Program. FEMA estimates that implementation of these standards reduced flood losses by $750 million in fiscal 1998. (FEMA 1999a, p. 45)

**Surveys and assessments of results.** Many of FEMA’s results measures are based on customer surveys. Individual citizens and public sector organizations both receive disaster aid, and they are surveyed afterward to assess the quality of information FEMA provided, promptness, ease of access, flexibility, and overall quality of service. Depending on the question, between 89 and 97 percent of individuals give FEMA positive ratings; the numbers show some slight improvement over the past few years. Positive ratings from public sector and nonprofit aid recipients range from 70-80 percent – better than FEMA’s baseline for comparison but short of the agency’s goal of 80-90 percent.

Two FEMA directorates – Preparedness, Training, and Exercises, and the United States Fire Administration – offer courses for professionals in their fields. Both directorates survey their alumni to assess whether the information in the courses improves their ability to do their jobs. Between 76 and 87 percent of the respondents say they use what they learned in their work. In the case of the United States Fire Administration, surveys of the participants’ supervisors reach the same conclusion. This latter type of survey is a clearer and more objective measure of actual results, since it relies on another person’s assessment of the change in a participant’s abilities.

The Preparedness, Training, and Exercise directorate also reports the results of the Capability Assessment for Readiness, an assessment of 13 state emergency management functions. Between 76 and 93 percent of states possess at least a basic capability in each function. This assessment might not be a clear measure of results, because it largely asks whether states have programs, plans, procedures, and resources in place to deal with disasters. However, about 90 percent of states base their assessment on their actual experience in real disasters, rather than untested plans. (FEMA 1997a, p. 7)

**Activity measures.** A final category of performance measures collected and reported by FEMA documents activity rather than results. These measures include enrollments in training courses, quantities of educational materials distributed, the number of customer inquiries generated by public relations campaigns to promote flood insurance, and the
numbers of state governments and businesses that sign up as partners in various FEMA programs. Other activity measures simply report the accomplishment of particular tasks, such as preparation of a strategy, publication of a report, establishment of a task force, or completion of a major training exercise.

By themselves, activity measures provide no guarantee that concrete results will be achieved. But there are two circumstances under which they provide useful, results-related information. The first occurs when activity measures help clarify the significance of more direct result measures. FEMA’s training activities, for example, report both the number of students and the responses from post-training surveys. The survey results are much more meaningful because we know how many people took the courses.

The second occurs when the activity measure is arguably a leading indicator of future results. Project Impact provides a good example here. This project seeks to reduce loss of life and property by encouraging communities, businesses, and individuals to retrofit buildings, strengthen building codes, and plan how they will respond to a disaster. In several locations struck by multiple hurricanes in this decade, specific Project Impact initiatives appear to have saved lives and dramatically reduced property damage. Given this experience, the number of communities and businesses signed up as partners in Project Impact could be a useful interim measure until future disasters provide a more direct test of the project’s effects.

FEMA management appears well aware of the difference between result measures and activity measures. The deputy director of training, for example, noted that it is easy to count attendance at training sessions, but much harder to assess how the training improves people’s performance. The training division currently relies largely on informal feedback to gauge how well it prepares FEMA employees to do their jobs, and its internal customers are not shy about saying what they think about the quality of the training.

---

3 In Wilmington, NC, the Public Safety Communications Tower was rebuilt to be flood and wind resistant. The tower had collapsed during Hurricane Fran, but withstood Hurricane Bonnie several years later. Hurricane Marilyn caused $750 million worth of insured property losses in the Virgin Islands, but stricter building codes cut the insured losses from Hurricane Georges to $5 million. (FEMA 1999a, pp. 15-16)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directorate/Program</th>
<th>Performance Measures</th>
<th>Measured Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Response and Recovery**  
*Individual Assistance* | Post-disaster surveys of aid recipients re ease of access, quality and clarity of information, promptness of aid, compassion, overall quality of service.  
Length of wait to receive disaster housing assistance* | Favorable responses from 89-97 percent of aid recipients, with slight improvement from FY 1995 to FY 1998.  
Assistance received an average of 8 days after application, down from 10 days in 1997 and a high of 20 days in 1992* |
| **Response and Recovery**  
*Public Assistance*  
(Assistance to state and local governments and nonprofit agencies) | Post-disaster surveys of state, local, and nonprofit officials. re consistency and flexibility of FEMA policies, quality of information, administrative burdens, timeliness of aid and overall satisfaction.  
Percentage of public assistance programs closed out within 2 years of the disaster declaration* | Positive ratings from 70-80 percent of those surveyed. These percentages exceed baselines of 60-75 percent, but fail to meet targets of 80-90 percent.  
New process used in 18 disasters since it became operational on Oct. 1, 1998; none closed out as of March 1999.* |
| **Mitigation**  
*Project Impact* | Count the number of communities and businesses signed up as partners in building “disaster-resistant communities” | 57 communities in 49 states by the end of FY 1998  
500 business partners, including National Assn. of Broadcasters, Fannie Mae, and Associated Builders and Contractors |
| **Mitigation**  
*Repetitive Loss Initiative*  
(Flood Insurance) | Actions taken to convene task force on repetitive losses, develop loss-reduction strategy, and report to Congress | Task force convened and produced a study, report sent to Congress, strategy developed |
| **Mitigation***  
| *Hazard Mitigation Grant Program* | Cost-effectiveness of Hazard Mitigation Grants* | $2.54 worth of disaster losses are avoided for every dollar spent on mitigation* |
| **Preparation, Training, Exercises***  
| *State/local assistance* | States conduct Capacity Assessment for Readiness, a self-assessment of 13 emergency management functions | Criteria met or exceeded by 76-93 percent of states, depending on the specific function evaluated |
| **Preparation, Training, Exercises***  
| *Hazard-specific programs* | Measure activities that assist states in dealing with hazardous materials emergencies, planning for radiological emergencies, and delivering emergency aid to homeless and needy people | FEMA reports various numerical activity and funding measures  
States participating in Radiological Emergency Preparedness program have higher Capacity Assessment for Readiness scores |
| **Preparation, Training, Exercises***  
| *Training* | Measure various training activities, numbers of students, and distribution of information materials to the public  
Follow-on surveys of emergency managers who took training courses | Various activity measures  
3 months after course, 76 percent of emergency managers said they had used the knowledge in their jobs; only 1 percent said it was not applicable. |
| **Preparation, Training, Exercises***  
| *Exercises* | Conduct exercises, improve Emergency Management Report System software, and provide technical support | Conducted largest civilian disaster-response exercise in US history  
Software compiling statistical info on emergency management exercises was improved |
| **Federal Insurance Administration**<br>**Flood Insurance** | Statistics on sales of flood insurance<br>Estimates of taxpayer savings due to flood insurance sales and floodplain management<br>Develop strategy to improve solvency of flood insurance program<br>Enhance/expand partnerships to promote sale of flood insurance | Numbers of policies increased by 7 percent from FY 1997 - FY 1998<br>$750 million in flood losses avoided due to expanded enforcement of National Flood Insurance Program building standards<br>Studies underway<br>FEMA activities generated 300,000 phone inquiries and 62,000 leads referred to insurance agents between 1995 and 1998. |
| **United States Fire Administration** | Measure training, information dissemination, and data collection activities. | Various activity measures<br>Surveys: 87 percent of enrollees said the training improved their job performance, and their supervisors agreed. |

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Management scholars have identified three key aspects of organizational structure that, ideally, should reinforce each other: clearly-defined roles and responsibilities, decision-making authority concomitant with responsibilities, and a performance evaluation and incentive system that rewards people for producing good results. (Brickley, Smith, and Zimmerman 1997; Gable and Ellig 1993) The agency has made more changes in some of these areas than in others.

Clearly defined roles and responsibilities

FEMA’s role in emergency management

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, some of FEMA’s most significant problems stemmed from confusion about the entire agency’s role in the emergency management process. When a disaster occurs, the federal government is not supposed to take over the disaster relief effort; its job is to provide support and resources when state and local governments cannot deal with the disaster on their own. Local officials are supposed to assess needs in their communities and make specific requests for help from their state governments. The governor’s office then requests federal help if state resources are overwhelmed. All requests for federal aid are supposed to come through the governor’s office.

Many of FEMA’s high-profile “failures” occurred because one or more participants did not understand or could not stick to the distinct federal, state, and local roles:

• When Hurricane Hugo hit the U.S. Virgin Islands in 1989, it knocked out most communication and transportation facilities. Initially, the territory’s governor could not even contact Washington to request a federal disaster declaration. By the time the request got through, looting was so out of hand that the U.S. military had to restore order.

• When Hugo landed in South Carolina, the state and federal governments were well prepared to preserve civil order and restore electric power. But officials in many isolated, smaller towns did not know that they had to ask for specific assistance, so they were frustrated when FEMA failed to show up. (Schneider 1995, pp. 102-112) In addition, Sen. Ernest Hollings and Mayor Joseph Riley of Charleston spent a great deal of effort trying to get help from the federal government directly instead of working through the governor’s office. (Schneider 1990, p. 107)

• When Hurricane Andrew stuck south Florida in 1993, many local officials expected the federal government to take over the relief effort rather than respond to their requests. “The perception of local officials was that they needed ‘everything,’ while the perplexed reaction of those at the federal and state levels was ‘we can’t send everything, can you please specify and prioritize?’” (NAPA
Gov. Lawton Chiles did not initially request federal troops, because he thought the National Guard would be sufficient to control looting. (Schnieder 1995, pp. 87-101)

When state and local officials understand their own roles and that of the federal government, emergency management goes much more smoothly. When Hugo struck North Carolina and Andrew struck Louisiana, requests for aid flowed smoothly from local to state to federal officials, and there were relatively fewer complaints. Federal handling of the Lomo Prieta earthquake in 1989 got mixed reviews, but here again problems usually occurred in localities whose officials did not do their own damage assessments and initiate requests for help. (Schneider 1995, pp. 113-60) The federal response to the Midwestern floods of 1993 and the Los Angeles earthquake of 1994 generated nowhere near the controversy attached to federal hurricane relief efforts a few years before.

Different results in different circumstances are more than just coincidence. Since 1993, FEMA has heavily emphasized partnerships with other levels of government and the private sector. One result is that officials at different levels better understand the role and responsibilities of the federal government in emergencies. More importantly, state and local officials are now more likely to know precisely what they need to do in order to get federal help.

Roles and responsibilities within FEMA

Within FEMA, the five directorates have clearly-defined areas of responsibility. Three directorates – response and recovery, mitigation, and preparedness and training – directly mirror the major elements of FEMA’s mission. The two other directorates established by federal legislation also link their responsibilities with the agency’s mission.

When Witt took charge of FEMA, he immediately signaled that a big shakeup was imminent by asking the most senior career employees to switch jobs. Eighty percent of the people in Senior Executive Service positions moved to different jobs. This change ensured that the head of each major area would bring a fresh perspective and new ideas. In addition, it reduced each manager’s incentive to react defensively to subsequent changes, since none had a personal stake in defending the way his or her part of the organization had done things in the past. The job switches all became effective on the same day.

Interviews with longtime FEMA employees suggest that, in addition to the job switch, big changes also occurred in the ways that people approach their jobs. We identified two types of changes:

- Individuals are more willing to actually take responsibility for things that they were supposed to be responsible for all along. They make decisions and accept
the resulting criticism or praise, whereas previously they were more prone to
duck decisions or criticism.

• Individuals have a much better understanding of how their specific
  responsibilities relate to FEMA’s overall customer service mission. As a result,
  people focus on helping citizens prevent or solve problems, rather than simply
  complying with standard procedures.

Decision-making authority

FEMA’s authority and independence

A significant unresolved issue is how fragmented congressional oversight
responsibilities affect FEMA’s ability to do its job. No single congressional committee
oversees emergency management, but many have some degree of responsibility.
FEMA’s political appointees are confirmed by five different Senate committees. Its
budget and programs are overseen by 20 committees. A 1993 study noted, “One FEMA
document states that, in all about two-thirds of the House and Senate committees can get
involved.” (NAPA 1993, pp. 49, 69) The number of significant committees involved has
declined in recent years as FEMA has redefined its mission to focus on natural disasters
rather than civil defense. For example, the Armed Services Committees no longer
exercises oversight over FEMA.

FEMA officials insist that the patchwork of oversight responsibilities has not
hindered the agency’s ability to do its job. The situation may create some additional
government relations work, but to some extent, the nature of federal emergency
management requires FEMA to build relationships with numerous legislators anyway.

This claim may be true. Nevertheless, it is likely that more streamlined
congressional oversight could preserve accountability to legislators while allowing
FEMA executives to spend more time dealing with disasters.

Politics may also impose another, more subtle constraint on decision-making
authority within FEMA. Individual employees – particularly those with substantial
authority – must always be sensitive to political concerns. Harmonious relationships with
key federal or state leaders may occasionally take precedence over the agency’s
customer-focused mission. Of course, this potential problem is not one that the agency
alone can fix, since it requires a certain degree of restraint on the part of elected officials.

Some observers (e.g., Schneider 1995) have suggested that FEMA’s response
abilities may be hampered by the fact that the agency does not have authority to
command the use of resources owned by other parts of the federal government. In
reality, FEMA has avoided this problem by contracting with other agencies through the
Federal Response Plan. The plan specifies what resources FEMA can call upon in an
emergency, and it also provides a mechanism for reimbursing other agencies for the cost.
Gaining other agencies’ cooperation has not been a problem, according to FEMA executives, because “Anything we ask them to do, we pay for.”

**Individual decision-making authority**

From the beginning, Witt focused on giving employees an amount of decision-making authority that matched the results for which they would be held responsible. The reorganization of FEMA was driven by a team of its career executives who were responsible for finding out from employees what things needed changing. (Council for Excellence in Government, p. 2)

One significant change involved eliminating several management layers. Prior to reorganization, many FEMA employees had as many as seven layers of management above them. (See Table 3.) At the lowest management level, some unit supervisors had as few as four people reporting to them! The reorganization completely eliminated the two lowest management levels and eliminated one middle level of management in most of the organization. (Two directorates were abolished, but since their people moved to other directorates, this does not constitute removal of a management layer.) The total number of administrative entities in the agency was cut in half over the course of three months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Level</th>
<th>Effect of Reorganization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agency Director</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directorate</td>
<td>Two eliminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Eliminated except for support functions in headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Eliminated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reorganization did not come without difficulty. One reason for the proliferation of management layers is that advancement under the federal pay system depends heavily on supervising other people. To preserve morale and ease the transition, FEMA’s leadership sought to avoid demoting people as a result of the reorganization. Managers who lost their supervisory responsibilities usually moved to technical positions that allowed them to avoid pay cuts.

Other, more subtle changes sent a signal that individual employees had more authority to make the decisions they needed to make to do their jobs. Prior to 1993, virtually all correspondence was reviewed and signed by a member of senior management. Now, employees sign their own letters, and the only correspondence subject to review at the top is that which might have significant political ramifications.
A number of examples suggest that FEMA has moved to put decision-making authority in the hands of people closest to the problem:

- Prior to reinvention, managers of disaster programs were reluctant to commit resources until everyone higher up had signed off. Today, such managers are more likely to use their own judgment and pre-position resources so they are available to help as needed.

- Mitigation officials decide which buildings to purchase or relocate without having to involve the director’s office in the decision.

- A senior project officer noted that he has fairly wide latitude to make spending decisions with the funds allocated to his projects. He keeps higher-ups informed about what he is doing, and they have the opportunity to voice objections or concerns. This reflects the method of “management by exception.” It sends the message that employees are free to take any action that is not prohibited, rather than only those actions for which they receive advance approval.

A number of FEMA employees we interviewed noted that various innovations and changes they implemented were not really new ideas. Rather, they felt like Witt’s emphasis on customer focus and innovation gave them license to do things they had long felt should be done. One commented, “You don’t hear, ‘If there was a better way to do it, we’d have tried it.’”

**Incentives**

Incentives can take two general forms – extrinsic, material rewards given to employees, and intrinsic rewards that motivate people from within. FEMA appears to rely heavily on nonfinancial and intrinsic rewards.

All senior staff are evaluated based on their organizations’ achievement of annual performance goals derived from the mission. At this time, FEMA does not formally link the pay of individuals elsewhere in the organization to the agency’s performance goals. Employees are hired at salaries that reflect their education and experience. They move up the federal pay scale by achieving “satisfactory” performance ratings, and a “superior” rating can result in a “step pay increase” or promotion to a higher pay grade. (FEMA 1996) Annual bonuses are not linked to annual performance ratings, due to a perception that performance ratings tend to get inflated over time. Bonuses are relatively small, typically equal to between 1 and 2.5 percent of one’s salary.

The agency has an award process that offers cash awards, prize certificates, or up to 40 hours of extra vacation time to employees or groups of employees whose exceptional performance has directly contributed to achievement of one of the agency’s strategic goals and exemplified the agency’s values. Employees who submit suggestions that improve the agency’s efficiency and effectiveness are eligible for monetary awards of $100-$2500. The agency’s highest award, the Director’s Award, is entirely honorary.
and usually given at the agency’s awards ceremony. Any FEMA employee or group can nominate any other employee or group for an award. (FEMA 1997b) Most of the employees we asked about the reward system expressed dissatisfaction, largely because the total amount of reward money is small and spread among many people.

For most FEMA employees, success at producing particular results is not directly linked to any substantial bonus or increase in pay. Several noted, though, that individuals who persist in promoting new ideas that work do have a better chance of getting step pay increases or promotions. Promotion brings both higher pay and expanded opportunities to implement one’s ideas. However, one employee noted that the use of promotion as a reward has an accompanying weakness: it is difficult to move up the federal pay scale without taking responsibility for supervising more people. Such a practice invites the same classic mismatch of ability and responsibility created in the private sector when, for example, the best salesperson gets promoted to sales manager.

Overall, the financial rewards for superior performance at FEMA appear fairly small – but the intrinsic rewards are substantial. The agency tends to attract “fixers and scrappers who want to get something done,” in the words of one employee. They enjoy the challenge, excitement, and fulfillment of helping others in crisis situations. One executive noted, “Once you work at FEMA, you can’t [i.e., don’t want to] work at any other federal agency, because it’s so different.” Employees who transferred to other federal agencies have often sought to return to FEMA, both because of the excitement and because the agency’s small size fosters a sense of belonging. This situation represents a significant change from 1993, when half of FEMA employees surveyed said they would take a job elsewhere if offered one. (Council for Excellence in Government, p. 1)

The kinds of people attracted to FEMA will no doubt be more motivated in an environment where they have the freedom to make decisions and take action. A clearly-defined mission and clear, objective measures likely play a large role in building intrinsic motivation, because they help reveal when the agency has had an impact.

Even employees who had little good to say about the pay waxed enthusiastic about the motivational value of FEMA’s accomplishments. When we asked what motivated people at FEMA, pride was evident in their responses:

- “We don’t have to wear bags over our heads when we go to meetings with other departments.”
- “Everyone likes to wear their FEMA jackets now.”
- “Seven years ago, if someone at a party asked me who I worked for, I’d just say, ‘The federal government’ and try to avoid telling them I worked for FEMA. Now I can tell them.”
One of the most critical information-gathering functions in FEMA is the process by which the agency takes applications for and disburses disaster relief funds to individuals. FEMA’s challenge is to find out who needs help, obtain sufficient documentation of losses, and get money to victims in a timely fashion. In the early 1990s, this function was not very well-developed. In some disasters, such as the Northridge earthquake, long lines formed at local FEMA offices because many victims believed aid was provided on a first-come, first-served basis. People stood in line, received a number, and were told to come back and meet with someone else. In other cases, such as Hurricane Hugo in South Carolina, isolated victims in rural areas went without help for weeks because they did not know they were supposed to go to FEMA offices for help, and FEMA did not go looking for them.

FEMA sought to address this problem in 1990 by creating a national teleregistration center that would take aid applications and give victims a point of contact to monitor the status of their requests. Teleregistration got off to a rocky start, as the National Academy of Public Administration noted in 1993:

The teleregistration center in Denton, Texas, that the project staff visited provides an example. Although in existence for three years, it is a very rudimentary telephone answering service with a paper-intensive and error-prone process. Banks of minimally trained personnel fill out multi-carbon papered, handwritten forms based on calls from distraught disaster victims. This paper then goes through several more iterations of redundant sorting, collating, mailing, and data entry both at the teleregistration center and at a central processing office across town. With the many bottlenecks and inefficiencies involved, the ultimate customer of FEMA – the disaster victim – is not being well served. (NAPA 1993, p. 57)

At that time, FEMA could have written off teleregistration as a failed experiment and gone back to the slow, irritating, but time-tested bureaucratic process of registering in person. Instead, FEMA figured out how to make teleregistration work. About 85 percent of all aid applicants use it. (Hagerty and Gorski 1999, p. 29) Employees answering the phones now enter information on computer screens rather than paper forms. The computer tracking process lets victims make one phone call to find out their application status. FEMA inspectors use laptop and palm-held computers to download victims’ addresses and upload inspection reports. Disaster victims now usually receive checks within seven days instead of 30 days. (Hagerty and Gorski 1999, p. 27)

Just as important as the technology, however, are the human changes in disaster aid registration. FEMA employees answering the phones have been trained to listen to victims’ disaster stories and let them know about all forms of aid for which they are eligible, rather than just asking for answers to a list of standardized questions. In addition
to showing greater compassion, this approach actually saved time by reducing the number of repeat phone calls.

The improvements in the application process show up in post-disaster surveys of aid recipients for fiscal years 1995-98:

- 92 percent said applying for aid was easy and that they received clear instructions.
- 93 percent said they received clear and accurate information from FEMA.
- 90 percent said FEMA gave them an accurate estimate of how long it would take to get their checks.
- 98 percent said they were treated with respect and caring.
- More than 90 percent said the quality of service was good or excellent. (FEMA 1999a, pp. 16-19)

**Knowledge sharing**

An organization’s knowledge systems involve more than just storage and retrieval of data. Much useful knowledge is learned through experience and difficult to articulate.

Some of this knowledge passes from one employee to another through various informal means. FEMA’s relatively small size – 2300 full-time employees – works to its advantage here, as most people can get to know each other and find out who else is working on similar projects. A person faced with a new job can find out who else has relevant experience simply by asking around, and experienced people are usually willing to share what they know.

A more formal way of capturing some kinds of know-how is by establishing standard procedures and routines. Before FEMA’s reinvention, for example, the headquarters operations center that supported employees in the field was essentially re-created every time a disaster struck. Now, FEMA has an operations center permanently in place, with computers and communications equipment ready to function at a moment’s notice. The agency also established standard procedures for dealing for emergencies, such as a “time phase deployment list” that specifies what actions the agency has to take at what time to ensure that food, water, ice, plastic, and other emergency supplies reach a site as quickly as possible after a disaster strikes.

Another, significant challenge is capturing the experiential knowledge of key individuals, often regarded as “heroes,” whose accumulated learning made the job of emergency management look easy. One method is to engage in a “hot wash” – a review meeting held immediately after a disaster to review the agency’s performance and articulate lessons learned from the experience. Aside from this technique, FEMA has
few formal initiatives to share experiential knowledge, though senior managers recognize
that this is an important issue that should be addressed.

**ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE**

A common cultural theme in both FEMA documents and independent studies is
the replacement of a bureaucratic focus on rules with a customer-centered emphasis on
doing whatever can be legally done to solve people’s problems. FEMA executives stated
that in the past, the needs and requirements of programs often determined how customers
were served. Now, the agency is more likely to redesign programs in response to
customer needs. After the Northridge earthquake, for example, people stood in long lines
to get assistance because that was simply the way the process worked. FEMA’s redesign
of the process was sparked in part by a Northridge victim who asked, “Why can’t I just
leave some information, and then you can contact me later?”

Several other examples illustrate the culture change. When Hurricane Hugo hit
South Carolina in 1989, people whose homes and personal records were swept away by
wind and floods were puzzled when told they were expected to provide documentation
before they could receive assistance. (Schneider 1995, p. 110) But during the 1994 Los
Angeles earthquake, “The agency appeared to be much less focused on standard
operating procedures and bureaucratic red tape and more appropriately concerned with
helping citizens in need.” (Schneider 1998, p. 50) One FEMA supervisor commented,
“Witt gave employees this sense that they needed to do whatever it took, within the law,
of course, to get out there and get help to people as quickly as possible, bureaucracy be
dammed…There was this sense that we could sort out the administrative details later, if
necessary, so long as people were getting the help they needed now.” (Mastering Disaster
1999, p. 3)

Another example can be found in the way FEMA tries to help disaster victims
who cannot receive federal aid money, such as churches and household pets. Under the
agency’s old culture, it would simply tell people there was nothing it could do. Now,
FEMA employees are more likely to refer people to private charitable organizations that
can help in these kinds of cases.

**Values: Talking the talk vs. walking the talk**

Like many organizations, FEMA has attempted to define its culture by
enunciating a list of values. An important issue in assessing organizational values is not
just whether the stated values support results-based management, but also whether the
stated values are actually practiced. One indication is whether employee performance
evaluations reflect the organization’s values. FEMA has designated several values-
related performance criteria as “critical;” failure to achieve acceptable performance on a
critical criterion automatically leads to an “unacceptable” overall performance rating.
For all employees, quality of work and customer service are both critical performance
criteria. For supervisors, staff development and equal opportunity are also critical
performance criteria. (FEMA Manual 1996, p. 3)
Personnel evaluations are not the only indication that FEMA’s values are practiced. In a number of high-profile situations, FEMA presents examples of “walking the talk” in relation to specific values, as the accompanying table shows.

Table 4: FEMA Values in Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEMA’s Stated Values (Partial list)</th>
<th>Examples in Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer Service</td>
<td>Customer service emphasis from top of organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer satisfaction surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory 2-day customer relations training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical factor in employee performance evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Work</td>
<td>Results measures based on quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical factor in employee performance evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Improvement</td>
<td>Cost reduction and productivity goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity and Innovation</td>
<td>Hurricane Floyd rental assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tolerant attitude toward mistakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Stewardship (prudent management of tax dollars)</td>
<td>Mitigation projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promotion of flood insurance to reduce disaster recovery costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnership (essential in “bottom up” U.S. emergency management system)</td>
<td>FEMA coordinates rather than orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Other federal agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• State/local govs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Nonprofit agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Private sector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Customer service, quality work, and continuous improvement

“What gets measured, gets done” is a common adage in management. FEMA seeks to ensure quality work and customer service through extensive measurement of various aspects of quality. Key examples include surveys of disaster victims and surveys of emergency personnel and firefighters who have taken the agency’s training courses. All FEMA employees are also required to take two days of customer service training.
The commitment to continuous improvement is also evident in FEMA’s cost and productivity improvement goals. The agency’s first strategic plan under the Government Performance and Results Act announced a 10-year objective of improving efficiency by 20 percent. Objectives for the first five years include:

- Reduce the amount of time it takes to deliver mitigation grants to states by 25 percent.
- Achieve a 10 percent increase in cost efficiency in the response and recovery programs.
- Decrease the cost per user of the National Emergency Training Center by 15 percent.
- Improve efficiency and reduce costs of security, logistics, and occupational health and safety by 3-5 percent annually.
- Propose revisions to make the National Flood Insurance Program financially sound.

All such goals carry a proviso that the agency must maintain the quality of service and level of benefits provided; the goal is to deliver the same or better service at a lower cost. (FEMA 1997c, pp. 28-33) The agency’s attitude toward continuous improvement is best summed up in the response of one of the managers we interviewed: “It’s never fast enough and never cheap enough.”

**Creativity and innovation**

A sign in the FEMA Director Witt’s office sets the tone for the rest of the organization: “Don’t tell me we’ve never done it that way before.”

It’s possible to infer a lot about an organization’s true commitment to innovation by observing its attitude toward mistakes. Since not all experiments succeed, organizations that tolerate mistakes have a better chance of promoting innovation. FEMA employees seem to believe that they have a degree of freedom to take risks and make honest mistakes. One noted that he could think of no cases in which anyone had been “slam-dunked” for making a single mistake.

Agency officials repeatedly emphasize that their goal is to aid disaster victims in whatever way the law allows. The evolution of disaster housing assistance provides one example. In the early 1990s, FEMA usually provided housing assistance by moving trailers into disaster areas. By the end of the decade, the agency instead offered funds to help people rent alternative housing or perform small repairs that would let them stay in their own homes; trailers were a last resort. After Hurricane Floyd, FEMA offered a new form of rental assistance for homeowners whose property the hurricane rendered uninhabitable. Traditionally, the agency gave such families an amount of money equal to
“fair market rent” for up to 18 months, but recipients had to recertify every three months that their homes were still uninhabitable. After Floyd, FEMA offered a one-time lump-sum payment of $10,000. The lump sum payment reduces bureaucratic hassles and gives homeowners an incentive to get their homes repaired as quickly as possible.

**Public stewardship**

Some evidence of FEMA’s commitment to careful use of tax dollars is anecdotal. For example, a bumper sticker on one executive’s file cabinet reads, “Civil Servants Do It Better…With Less.” Other evidence, such as FEMA’s mitigation and flood insurance initiatives, is more substantial. The agency undertook these initiatives because data frequently showed that preventing and insuring against harms is less expensive than rebuilding.

FEMA can fund up to 75 percent of the cost of mitigation projects. Early calculations suggested that every dollar spent on mitigation saves $2.54 in disaster relief and other costs. (FEMA 1999b) Subsequent studies reveal a consistent benefit/cost ratio. After the 1993 floods, the state of Iowa estimated that its efforts to remove structures from floodplains and protect public facilities from floods would save $2.14 for each dollar spent. (Iowa Emergency Management Division, p. 2) FEMA purchases of “substantially damaged” structures under its Hazard Mitigation Grant Program are expected to save $2.21 for every dollar spent. (Dewberry and Davis 1999a, p. 1) However, there is still room for more careful targeting of mitigation dollars; only 57 percent of these purchases produced expected savings exceeding their costs. (Dewberry and Davis 1999b, p. 6.)

Individual projects have produced substantially greater net benefits:

- A retrofit to make a water pumping station in Memphis, TN, more resistant to earthquakes cost $448,000, but it would cost $17 million to replace the pumping station if a major earthquake occurred. Since the University of Memphis estimates that there is a 40-60 percent chance of a major earthquake in the area sometime during the next 15 years, the investment looked cost-effective to the city.

- FEMA spent $66.3 million to acquire or elevate 4600 “repetitive loss” properties in the Midwest whose owners had filed $191 million worth of flood insurance claims between 1978 and 1995. ([http://www.fema.gov/mit/cb_prog.htm](http://www.fema.gov/mit/cb_prog.htm))

- In Tillamook County, OR, a project to build elevated “cow pads” at a cost of $241,000 is expected to prevent $5 million worth of cattle from drowning in the event of a flood.

Although flood insurance involves a degree of federal subsidy, insurance reduces federal outlays for disaster assistance, since insurance premiums help pay for
reconstruction that might otherwise be funded by federal grants or loans. For this reason, FEMA has aggressively promoted sales of flood insurance. Property owners cannot purchase federal flood insurance unless they live in a community that has enacted building codes designed to reduce flood damages. FEMA (1999a, p. 45) estimates that these building codes reduce flood damages by $750 million annually.

**Partnership**

For FEMA, genuine partnership with other levels of government and the private sector is essential if the agency is to achieve its mission. The agency pursues partnerships with multiple federal agencies through the Federal Response Plan, which specifies how FEMA can call upon and pay for other agencies’ resources. FEMA has made significant strides in improving state and local governments’ understanding of the role that various levels of government play in making disaster relief go smoothly. One of the agency’s most publicized initiatives, Project Impact, mobilizes both public- and private sector decision-makers to take actions that will reduce the size of disaster losses in the future.

**COMMUNICATION STRATEGY**

Since 1993, FEMA has made significant strides in improving communication with five key constituencies: Congress, state and local governments, agency employees, disaster victims, and the news media. In 1997, for example, FEMA solicited comments on its draft strategic plan from a wide variety of affected people. The draft went to 50 states, 20 outside constituent organizations, 55 emergency management officials, 32 federal agency contacts, nine congressional committees or subcommittees, and 2,400 FEMA employees. The plan was announced to 2,700 individuals and organizations on FEMA’s Internet news distribution list. It was posted on FEMA’s web site, and 591 people accessed it. FEMA also consulted with the Consumer Product Safety Commission, Small Business Administration, Army Corps of Engineers, and Environmental Protection Agency. (FEMA 1997c, p. 54)

More specific examples of communication initiatives with key constituencies include:

**Congress**

Both FEMA employees and external observers give Witt high marks for political savvy -- particularly for taking the initiative in building relationships with members of Congress. Upon taking office, Witt met with chairs of all 20 committees with a stake in

---

4 Owners of buildings constructed after the federal government documented flood risks in its Flood Insurance Rate Maps pay premiums that fully reflect the risk of flood loss. To encourage communities to opt into the flood insurance program, owners of buildings constructed prior to the creation of the maps pay subsidized premiums equal to approximately 35-40 percent of the full risk premium. Unlike private insurers, FEMA cannot deny coverage or raise rates for a building owner who files multiple claims in a period of a few years.
FEMA, along with every member of Congress affected by the 1993 floods. (Council for Excellence in Government, p. 2) When a disaster threatens, Witt is on the phone with members of Congress from the affected states, letting them know what FEMA can do to help out. He welcomes any opportunity to meet with members of Congress or their staffs.

In addition to these “principal-to-principal” contacts, FEMA encourages congressional staff to find out what the agency is doing. Congressional staff are invited to the agency’s annual briefing at the beginning of each hurricane season, as well as the twice-daily briefings that are held when a hurricane actually strikes the United States. During any type of disaster, FEMA staff continually update the staff of members in affected states, offering news and information that members can put in their own press releases. The overall goal is to proactively convey useful information to Congress in a way that advances FEMA’s mission, rather than simply responding to congressional requests or deflecting attention altogether.

State and local officials

Another key aspect of the agency’s communication strategy is its treatment of state and local officials. Independent studies suggest that several of FEMA’s high-profile “failures” occurred because state or local officials simply expected the federal government to move in and take over during really big disasters. (See above, pp. 21-25) Prior to reinvention, FEMA tended to assume that if it did not hear from a state’s governor, its help was not needed, and the agency interpreted its authorizing legislation in a way that prevented it from pre-positioning supplies and people. An experienced FEMA employee commented, “The attitude was, ‘We’ll help if the governor asks for a presidential disaster declaration, but if they don’t ask for help, screw ‘em!’”

Since 1993, FEMA has worked hard to make sure that other levels of government understand their own and FEMA’s role in the disaster management process. The agency even offers a course instructing officials at other levels of government how to ask for federal help in a disaster. Rather than simply waiting for a governor to request a presidential disaster declaration, FEMA officials keep in touch with their state counterparts when a disaster threatens, so they will already have a joint plan of action if a governor asks for federal help. FEMA regional directors get to know governors and their staffs, and the agency’s field staff meet regularly with state emergency management staff. The agency also actively moves people and supplies into position so that they can act immediately once a federal disaster is declared. Even in the absence of a presidential disaster declaration, FEMA officials contact state officials to find out what they are doing and whether FEMA can facilitate help.

Disaster victims

FEMA practices two-way communication with a key group of customers, the disaster victims. After surveying victims about their satisfaction with the application process, the agency sent each victim a summary of the results, along with a short letter
from Witt explaining how the agency changed its practices in response to customer feedback. For example, FEMA initiated special customer service training for staff who deal with disaster victims over the phone. The agency also rewrote its surveys so they could be conducted over the phone, because many victims said they would much prefer to answer a telephone survey than fill out a written one.

The agency has initiated broader communication efforts aimed at all people who live in areas hit by disasters. FEMA publishes a multi-issue disaster recovery newsletter that is handed out by agency employees and included as a supplement in local newspapers. The first issue typically describes the disaster; presents tips on repairing damage; lists federal, state, local, and nonprofit sources of assistance; and, if the disaster was a hurricane or flood, explains the benefits of flood insurance. Subsequent issues suggest how citizens can prepare for the next disaster and discuss the effects of mitigation initiatives, such as buyouts of properties in floodplains and Project Impact. In so doing, the newsletters reiterate response, recovery, preparedness, and mitigation themes that are central to FEMA’s mission.

Employees

Prior to 1993, it’s not clear what, if any, meaningful communication occurred between FEMA’s top executives and its employees. FEMA directors made little effort to promote communication; some even sought to get private elevators and bathrooms that would further distance them from the employees. The classified nature of FEMA’s national security work also hindered agency-wide discussion of mission, measures, and results.

In contrast, Witt stationed himself at FEMA’s front door to introduce himself to employees, and he actively solicited ideas and suggestions. In 1995, any employee who wished could participate in an evaluation of Witt. More than 25 percent responded, and more than 100 wrote multi-page comments. The process turned into an opportunity for employees to state more generally what they liked and did not like about FEMA. Most gave Witt a great deal of credit for shaking up the agency, establishing a clear mission, and giving employees the support they needed to do their jobs. The most significant source of dissatisfaction was the agency’s reward and recognition system, which was then redesigned in response to this revelation. More generally, FEMA has instituted a process by which all employees have the opportunity to evaluate their immediate supervisors anonymously. (FEMA Manual 1996, p. 9)

More regular and formal types of communication also cover genuinely substantive issues. The employee newsletter has the predictable features: success stories, reports of favorable media coverage, and a personal message from the director. The newsletter also includes quarterly reports on significant accomplishments in each of FEMA’s regions, directorates, and offices. But the publication is more than just a morale booster; it also brings important but sensitive issues out into the open. In one edition

---

5 FEMA managers note that the new system is not especially popular either – largely because there simply isn’t enough money to offer substantial rewards.
(March 29, 1996), Witt explained the review process and introduced a team he had established to deal with union complaints about the conduct of a FEMA division director. A note in another edition (Oct. 23, 1996) reminded employees that no one in FEMA has authority to issue opinions regarding interpretations of the law without consulting with the Office of the General Counsel.

**News media**

A disaster large enough to receive federal assistance is a disaster large enough to receive substantial media coverage. For this reason, the news media is a key constituency – not just because media coverage affects the agency’s image, but also because media coverage can have a big effect on the agency’s ability to do its job. The news media play a crucial role in disseminating disaster warnings and information about available federal assistance in a cost-effective manner.

In the hours or days immediately following a disaster, victims often mill about – literally or figuratively – trying to figure out what has happened, who is in charge, and how they can get help. The first people to reach the media with their interpretations of what is happening can have a big effect on the disaster relief effort by shaping citizens’ expectations. FEMA’s efforts in South Carolina after Hurricane Hugo, for example, were viewed as a failure in part because several prominent politicians immediately took to the airwaves and painted a picture of federal incompetence. In North Carolina, on the other hand, elected officials immediately explained what the federal government was doing to help, and the state methodically identified its areas of greatest need. (Schneider 1995) But in both cases, FEMA itself lacked a strong media presence. Its image was at the mercy of state and local officials, and more importantly, the agency passed up opportunities to get critical information to disaster victims.

Since reinvention, FEMA’s director has aggressively used media coverage to reassure victims and convey critical information about what they can do to obtain help. Unlike previous FEMA directors, Witt serves as the organization’s principal spokesman, and he is always available to explain to reporters how FEMA is dealing with a disaster. From the top down, agency officials give specific answers about what they are doing for disaster victims and what counts as success for FEMA. In this way, the agency avoids creating unrealistic expectations and false hopes. Cynics might regard this practice as a mere public relations ploy that improves the agency’s image. However, the practice of managing expectations also gives disaster victims more realistic information, so that they more accurately understand where the federal government will help them and where they must take primary responsibility for themselves.

**LEADERSHIP**

FEMA employees attribute the agency’s transformation to the change in leadership that occurred in 1993. Prior to then, most of the top FEMA officials had military backgrounds. They tended to run the agency “by the book” and expected to accomplish things by giving orders. Employee morale picked up in 1993 when the
administration announced that Witt would head the agency, though some initially wondered whether a man who lacked a college degree was up to the task. Witt brought a more relaxed management style that focused on results rather than rules. He signaled this change by standing at the door of FEMA headquarters to greet FEMA employees, going floor to floor to introduce himself, and showing up in blue jeans on Fridays.

In addition to setting a new tone, Witt possessed several other characteristics that contributed heavily to FEMA’s success:

- He is an experienced disaster manager at the state level, with first-hand knowledge of what it takes to respond to a disaster and experience with the frustrations of dealing with the pre-reinvention FEMA.

- Because he was disaster manager in Arkansas, Witt enjoys the support and confidence of President Clinton. This eases the task of working with other federal agencies and instills confidence in FEMA employees.

- FEMA’s director is also a pro-active communicator with Congress, state and local officials, and the media. He has a “no-nonsense” reputation because he focuses on explaining what FEMA is doing and will do, rather than trying to “spin” a situation for maximum public relations or political advantage.

- Through repeated statements and examples, Witt also continually pushed FEMA employees to understand who their customers are. Whether the customer is a disaster victim, a state or local official, or the news media, agency employees are encouraged to take the customer’s needs as the starting point in determining what to do.

Of course, federal agencies have little control over the identity or quality of their politically appointed leaders. But Witt’s example does demonstrate the critical role that committed and competent leadership plays in driving organizational change.

CONCLUSION

The experience of the Federal Emergency Management Agency confirms that it is possible for a federal agency to achieve major improvements in both performance and cost-effectiveness. Such achievements resulted not from a single “silver bullet,” but from a collection of management actions that transformed a bureaucratic, process-driven organization into a responsive, results-driven organization. Key factors in FEMA’s success include:

- A clear mission accompanied by results-oriented performance measures.
• Clear roles and responsibilities, coupled with a distribution of decision-making authority that allowed people to achieve the outcomes for which they were responsible.

• Internal communication of results that fueled employees’ intrinsic motivation.

• Customer-friendly systems for gathering key information from disaster victims.

• A small organizational size, which facilitates informal transfer of knowledge.

• Core values that are actually implemented in practice.

• Use of the organization’s mission to shape communication strategies with key constituencies.

• Leadership that drove a change from a rule-driven to a results-driven culture.

Can other agencies duplicate FEMA’s achievements? Some of FEMA’s success was no doubt driven by a credible congressional threat that the agency would be abolished in the early 1990s. Few federal agencies have this motivational advantage. However, other agencies will likely face increasing pressure to deliver improved results as entities like FEMA establish and report on credible performance measures that allow Congress and the executive branch to see what taxpayers are getting for their money. Agencies that fail to offer results-based measures will find themselves at a disadvantage in the competition for tax dollars. For this reason, pioneering agencies like FEMA give other agencies both helpful knowledge and powerful incentives that can facilitate change.
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